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Outline
• C2SIM Vision 
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• MSG-145 video
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will look at where C2SIM is coming from, where it is been, what it does, and how it got to be what it is today.
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 We will use these terms interchangeably:

 Command and Control (C2) system

 Command and Control Information System (C2IS)

 Mission Command (MC) system

 We use the collective term “Coalition” for a C2SIM system-of-systems

 Reflecting the fact it is more loosely structured than an HLA Federation

Note on Terminology
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please note the fact that we use “C2 system”, “C2IS”, and ”Mission Command system” interchangeably in this course. Also, that our collective term for a C2SIM system-of-systems is “Coalition”.
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C2SIM Vision

We are working toward a day when the members of 
a coalition interconnect their networks, command 
and control (C2) systems, and simulations simply 
by turning  them on and authenticating, in a 
standards-based environment. 

A C2SIM Coalition is a system of systems.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vision behind C2SIM is interoperability where partners in a coalition can use their national command and control systems, working together using C2 standards, in a system of systems with with their national simulations that could in turn be working together using M&S standards such as HLA and DIS. This slide ends with a reminder that we use the term “Coalition” for such a system of systems because the linkage occurs at a much higher level than happens in “federated” systems such as the High Level Architecture (HLA) for M&S. 
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C2SIM History Pre-SISO
 Various ad-hoc interfaces between C2 and simulations supporting “train as you fight” 

concept 

 Motivated mostly by cost of human “puckster” interface 

 1995 DARPA Synthetic Theater of War (STOW) sponsored 

 Command and Control Simulation Interface Language (CCSIL) 

 Good first step but proved complex to use 

 2003 US Army Simulation to C4I (SIMCI) sponsored Battle Management Language 
(BML) experiment 

 Focus on eliminating ambiguity in task description

 Successful proof of principle

 Simulated NATO MSG and SISO development 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The concept  “train as you fight” is strongly held by NATO militaries. To achieve it requires interfacing C2 and simulation systems with no human intermediary or “puckster”.  Originally this was done using ad-hoc interfaces. That led to experiments in DARPA and SIMCI programs to consider a more general approach, Those experiments prepared the stage for a standardized approach to interoperation.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The US Army has a product team partnering its C2SIM developers and its simulation developers, known as SIMCI.  In 2003 SIMCI sponsored a “proof of principle” experiment to consider what would be needed in a “Battle Management Language” or BML that could support C2-simulation interoperation. It used a PC-based planning system called CAPES, a graphic user interface or GUI to structure statements of the language, a predecessor of the OneSAF simulation, and a multi-source database that tied the pieces together.
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C2SIM History SISO and NATO
 SISO BML Study Group chartered 
 NATO ET-016 worked in parallel 2005

 Prototype based on SIMCI experiment – demonstrated to NMSG at Warsaw
 SISO started MSDL and C-BML product development 2006
 NMSG chartered MSG-048 2006-2010

 Coalition Battle Management Language
 Goal: show technical feasibility met in experimentation Manassas

 NMSG chartered MSG-085 2011-2015
 Standardization for C2-Simulation Interoperability
 Goal: show military utility met in demonstration Fort Leavenworth

 SISO formed C2SIM PDG from MSDL & C-BML in 2016
 NMSG chartered ET-038 2016

 Goal: organize MSG-145 to complete C2SIM development
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SIMCI BML generated a lot of interest in certain quarters. SISO chartered a BML study group and NATO started an “Exploratory Team” (ET) to consider how to validate the BML concept in a collation environment. This led to standards development in SISO: Coalition Battle Management  (C-BML) and Military Scenario Development Language (MSDL). The NATO Science and Technology Organization partnered with SISO, performing experimentation. MSG-048 showed the technical feasibility of BML and later MSG-085 showed its military utility.
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MSG-085 Final 
Demonstration
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MSG-085 held a highly successful final demonstration at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. However, one finding of MSG-085 was that C-BML and MSDL needed to be harmonized and made extensible. In response, SISO started the second-generation effort C2SIM by merging the MSDL and C-BML Product Development Groups (PDGs). And in 2016, another NATO ET was chartered to organize a supporting effort to confirm the utility of the C2SIM standard and prepare for its operational use.
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Assess the C2SIM standard in development and 
implement extensions to the unified C2SIM 

Logical Data Model (LDM) for specific 
functional areas in order to demonstrate its 
usability to the simulation community and 
support the definition of  STANAG  4856 

(which was approved in 2023)

NATO MSG-145 Mission Statement
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NATO response took the form of MSG-145. In addition to validating the C2SIM standard, it had a goal to create a NATO Standardization Agreement (STANAG) that would make SISO C2SIM the official NATO approach. STANAG 4856 was approved in 2023.
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Video Introduction to MSG-145 C2SIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3L_Hhxuh6Zc
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I’m going to show you a video we made to tell the story of how C2SIM got to the point of standardization. If the video doesn’t play well or is missing sound over the presentation technology I’m using, you can type this URL into a separate browser window and run it yourself.
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C2SIM Basic Architecture
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You might notice this overview diagram has added Robotic and Autonomous Systems (RAS) to the big picture shown in the video. RAS was part of the original SISO BML concept because it requires the same sort of information exchange as simulations. One MiniExercise described in the video included an experimental RAS system, in simulated form. When the SISO C2SIM standard was finalized we decided to make RAS an explicit part of the big picture.
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C2SIM Ontologies
 Ontology: Set of concepts and categories in a subject area or domain that 

shows their properties and the relations between them
 Core: data classes and properties that are needed by all C2 and simulation 

systems to interoperate: Who, what, when, where
 Standard military extension (SMX): classes and properties that are needed 

by all military C2 and simulation systems
 Mostly more properties for core classes, e.g. Entity has a ForceSide

 Land Operations Extension (LOX): ground warfare classes and properties 
 Separate standard; example for other new extensions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A big breakthrough in the C2SIM PDG was adoption of ontologies as the means of defining the C2SIM data model. SISO had said from the beginning that ontologies would have a role “someday” but it turned out the state of art in ontology made good progress while C2SIM was maturing and was ready to be used, so C2SIM was built around the concept of a Core ontology with a Standard Military Extension (SMX) that can be further extended as is done in the separate Land Operations extension (LOX). Classes 2.3 and 2.5 will explain this further. 
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C2SIM Messaging
 Standard header for all C2SIM messages

 Implements IEEE FIPA formal communication rules

 Handled by standard library to ease implementation

 Standard message bodies for various required content

 Object and System Initialization information

 Domain Messages: Order, Report and Plan information

 System Commands: Synchronize initialization and execution

 Acknowledgement: Confirm information receipt where needed
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
C-BML and MSDL defined only the languages to exchange initial data and tasking/reporting. As a result, they could not provide a complete definition of how a Coalition of C2 and simulation systems would interoperate.  C2SIM remedies that shortcoming by standardizing the messages for all aspects of interoperation and it includes the IEEE Foundation for Intelligent Physical agents (FIPA) rules to ensure reliable communication is available when the situation calls for it.
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Reference Implementation Server
and Client Library

 Implements C2SIMv1.0.0 standard XML schema and CWIX extensions

 Supports a Coalition of C2 and Simulation systems interoperating

 Aggregates initialization data and serves it to all systems

 Passes control messages to start/pause/stop execution, recording & playback

 Distributes orders and reports based on subscription

 Logs all messages for playback and analysis

 Can translate between C2SIM and legacy formats (MSDL/C-BML)

 Compatible client library simplifies implementation (Java & C++)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
C2SIM requires that its senders be able to transmit to a subscribing group of receivers (the formal name for sending to a group is “multicasting”). Implementations going back to MSG-048 have done this using a server that accepts XML messages and sends them back out to subscribing clients. SISO C2SIM is implemented in the Reference Implementation Server that performs this and several other functions: it aggregates initialization data from all clients and sends it back to the group at start of operation; handles messages to synchronize initialization and execution of simulations; keeps a log that can be played back for after-action review; supports legacy formats MSDL and C-BML by translation, for backward compatibility; and provides a re-usable code module to support FIPA in a shared client software library.
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 The C2SIMGUI editor provides a means of creating, editing, and observing 

C2SIM message flow to the simulation and C2 systems in the coalition 

(generally, these flow via the C2SIM Server). Heavily used in CWIX.

 The C2SIMcontrol provides a simplified set of control messages 

(start/stop/pause etc) to the coalition, via the C2SIMserver. It is much simpler 

that the Editor, but also less powerful. It is intended for operation via a C2 

User who is in charge of an exercise. 

C2SIM Editor and Control
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two applications that help to configure and control C2SIM exercise operations. The C2SIMGUI editor is intended for use by C2SIM technical staff, while the C2SIMcontol provides a much simpler interface intended for use by a.C2 User responsible for coordinating operation of an exercise.
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Ontology to XML Schema transformation
C2SIM Ontology

(rdf/xml)
C2SIM Message

XML Schema
Document

(.xsd)
Transformation (XSLT)

 Starting with the C2SIM ontology, generate an XML schema document 

suitable for use by the community (e.g., for CWIX)

 Transformation process does not need to be modified ontology changes

 Transformation will auto-generate the target schema directly from ontology

 Re-execute transformation to generate XML schema document

 Transformation available in XSLT and Java
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adopting ontologies had many advantages that you will learn about in class 2.5, but it had the drawback that most software developers are not yet up to implementing ontologies. So we had to come up with a way to extract from the ontology an Extensible Markup Language (XML) description that is comfortable to developers. We could not find an off-the-shelf tool to do this so Curt Blais, who introduced this course, created an algorithm for the standard and an Extensible Stylesheet  Language Transformations (XSLT) tool implementing the algorithm, More on this in 2.3 and 2.5.
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C2SIM and MIP
 MIP is Multilateral Interoperability Programme (for C2)

 C-BML schema and C2SIM ontology data classes reference 
MIP3.1 JC3IEDM definitions wherever possible 
 So interface with MIP is straightforward

 Main difference is C2SIM packaged as XML 

 MIP has a new version MIP4

 SISO C2SIM PDG is looking into a C2SIM-MIP4 interface to extend 
C2-simulation operations to many NATO nations’ C2IS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before closing this class, I will address a concern that arises from the fact that C2SIM was developed by a simulation standards body and could use more C2 community involvement. This concern led us to do our testing at CWIX, which is a C2-heavy environment. But a better answer for the future is that our work with the MIP should involve more than simply borrowing their JC3IEDM  definitions. We have been tracking their new version MIP 4 and have plans to build an open source MIP4 to C2SIM interface that will let *any* MIP-compliant C2 system interoperate with a C2SIM Coalition. 
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 CWIX is NATO Coalition Warrior Interoperability eXploration, 
eXperimentation, eXamination eXercise
 Focus on testing: do the systems interoperate?
 Robust testing methodology supports FMN specifications

 MSG-145 and MSG-201 national teams have interfaced simulations, 
server and editor to C2SIM and tested in CWIX
 Mostly via Internet VPN; used GMU Editor and surrogate C2
 Growing use of operational C2 (SitaWare and Sketch-thru-Plan)
 National teams from DEU, FRA, GBR, ITA, NLD, NOR, SWE, USA 

have participated
 Included simulation-based Mission Rehearsal with many systems 

working together to show support for FMN goals

NMSG in CWIX 2019 to 2023 and beyond
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MSG-145 did the testing part of its C2SIM validation in the NATO Coalition Warrior Interoperability eXploitation, eXperimentation, eXamination eXercise (CWIX), which has developed a strong reputation as THE place where NATO agencies and members/partner nations test information technologies for interoperability. In addition to the George Mason University (GMU) server team, various national teams created and tested C2SIM interfaces to simulations. France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and the UK participated along with two teams from the USA. GMU and the NATO M&S Center of Excellence (MSCOE). GMU also provided a graphic editor to submit orders and view resulting reports from simulations, which can be used as a surrogate for C2 where a real C2 system such as SItaWare is not available.
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